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Abstract

In the face of escalating global Cybersecurity threats, having an automated
forewarning system that can find suspicious user profiles is paramount. It
can work as a prevention technique for planned attacks or ultimate security
breaches. Significant research has been established in attack prevention and
detection, but has demonstrated only one or a few different sources with a
short list of features. The main goals of this paper are, first, to review the
previous user profiling models and analyze them to find their advantages
and disadvantages; second, to provide a comprehensive overview of previous
research to gather available features and data sources for user profiling; third,
based on the deficiencies of the previous models, the paper proposes a new
user profiling model that can cover all available sources and related features
based on the cybersecurity perspective. The proposed model includes seven
profiling criteria for gathering user’s information and more than 270 features
to parse and generate the security profile of a user.
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1 Introduction

Based on the technical reports related to cybersecurity, it is clear that cyber-
security professionals are focused on keeping data secure but fail to prioritize
the user experience. Researchers estimate that almost half (49 percent) of all
security breaches are caused by lack of user compliance. According to this
research, emails, external websites, and the Internet activities from worksta-
tions are the most challenging end user applications to secure. These three
activities cover more than 80 percent of end users’ daily work and can cause
many attacks such as Denial-of-Service (DOS) attacks, website defacement,
access to sensitive information and attacks on critical infrastructure [70].

Generally, among user related attacks, the inside attacks in which the
attackers already have access to an organization’s network cause significantly
more damage than outside attacks. According to the national fraud survey, in
the United States alone, internal attacks cost about $400 billion per year and
$348 billion can be tied directly to privileged users [71]. Therefore, monitoring
and managing privileged user actions is paramount for cybersecurity and
compliance reporting. One of the most useful and robust techniques is profiling
users and creating a user model to monitor and detect anomalies.

A profile describes the common pattern of a user which contains the user’s
behavior tendencies and preferences. On the one hand, the knowledge acquired
from user profiles provides a strong indication of his/her internal thinking and
predict his/her intentions. On the other hand, it is easy to discover users with
similar behaviour if their user profiles are similar. Therefore, practically, it
is possible to predict a user’s behaviour tendencies based on the existing
behavioural models.

The content of a user profile reflects different aspects of a user. User
security-related behaviours [58] indicate the probability of a user to being
able harm or have negative effects on security. Also, various factors have been
studied for their association with security [3]. For example, it is interesting to
look at the profiles of an end user’s sophistication which is a factor for insider
threat prediction [35]. Another example is that profiling social interactions in
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter can predict user personality [47].
Therefore, it is important to study user security-related profiles, which provide
the security analyst with useful information to make security-related decisions.

Our Contribution: Our contribution in this research is threefold. First,
we study the current user profiling models based on the data sources, extracted
features and profiling techniques to find their advantages and disadvantages.
Second, the related works in the user profiling area were reviewed to collect
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all features and data sources which have been found by researchers. Third, we
select the security-related features and propose a new model for collecting all
useful data from different sources and generating an user security profile for
anomaly detection.

2 Available User Profiling Models

User profiling, especially from a security perspective, became one of the most
important research domains in the last decade. Since 2000, different models
have been proposed and implemented in this domain. This section reviews the
models and analyzes them to find their advantages and disadvantages.

Pannel [49] proposed and implemented a prototype of an intrusion detec-
tion system based on the browser’s history files and Windows OS audit logs.At
first, different types of user profiles, such as the profile of the website viewed,
the profile of the application’s performance, and the profile of the applications
running, were constructed in the system. Different types of user’s anomalous
behaviors from unauthorized data can be detected by these profiles. Then, a
combined user profile based on the authorized data will be generated by these
single-behavior profiles. However, it is hard to conclude that unauthorized
data, which cause single-behavior anomaly will definitely be useless for the
combined profile. Also, the proposed user profiling system does not use the
other user behaviors, e.g. social network activities.

Bradley et al. [7] developed a case-based user profiling system for content
personalization. The system aims to retrieving a set of jobs that meet a user’s
job search requirements. The proposed profile captures the user’s interests and
preferences that come from the user’s jobs that visited online visited websites.
The profiling method lacks of other data sources for user profiling, such as
demographic information that could reflect the user interests.

Sugiyama et al. [59] presented an adaptive search system based on user
profile. In their system, user profiles are constructed from the user’s browsing
history. The user profiles are updated whenever there are changes in the user’s
browsing web pages. The system can return search results that adapt to users
with different information needs. But user’s browsing history only reflects
user interests and preferences from one respective. User profiling from more
data sources can be more accurate in inferring a user’s information needs.

Grčar et al. [19] presented a user profiling system that is implemented
as a toolbar in Internet Explorer. They maintain user profiles in the form of
interest-focused topic ontology. In the topic ontology, each topic is associated
with a set of the user-viewed Web pages. They discover topic-related Web
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Table 1 Evaluation of available models
Data Extracted Profiling

Paper Source Features Tech. Advantages Disadvantages
[59] Logs UF1.1 Neighborhood-

based
approach

User profiling for
adaptive search

User profiling of Web
search interests based
on viewed history
webpages

[19] Logs UF1.1 Statistical model User profiling with
the support of topic
ontology

Profiling user interests
based on viewed web
page content

[28] Logs UF1.1 Collaborative
approach

User profiling support
user identification and
enrichment of
neighbors’ patterns

Profiling user interests
based on clicked,
collected,
bookmarked content

[13] Logs UF1.4 Collaborative
filtering

Collaborative filtering
for Google new
recommendation

Profiling user interests
based on clicked items

[7] Human
resource

UF3.15–
UF3.17

K-nearest
neighbor

Two-stage user
profiling: server-side
and client-side

Learning user
preference based on
demographic data

[49] Log UF5.2.1.1,
UF5.2.1.3,
UF5.2.1.10,
UF5.2.1.11,
UF5.1.2.2

Statistical model User profiling on
system usage and
browser history to
anomaly detection

Build user profiles for
host-based anomaly
detection

[11] Twitter
website

UF6.1.1,
UF6.1.6–
UF6.1.8

Statistical model User interests
profiling for URLs
recommendation for
Twitter user

User interests
profiling based on
user interaction in
Twitter

[21] Twitter
website

UF6.1.1–
UF6.1.5

Collaborative
filtering

User profiling for
recommending
Twitter users to follow

Learn user interests
from user activities in
Twitter

[47] Facebook
website

UF6.2.1-
UF6.2.7

Machine
learning

Profiling user
interactions in
Facebook

Prediction of user
personality based on
social interaction in
Facebook

[8] Facebook
website

UF6.2.8–
UF6.2.47

K-means
clustering

Profiling user
personality traits
correlated with
buying behavior

User interaction in
Facebook needs to be
proven in the
consumer behavior
discipline

[12] Logs UF5.2.1.20–
UF5.2.1.22

Statistical model User profiling for
anomaly detection

User profiling only
based on system logs

pages by analyzing the content of the viewed web pages. Since the generated
user profiles group viewed Web pages, the system can quickly guide a user
to navigate to one of his interested Web pages. The limitation is that the
topic ontology can only include viewed Web pages and cannot recommend
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non-visited Web pages. If the system includes more factors to build user
profiles, it can include potential-interested topics in the topic ontology.

Das et al. [13] proposed a Google News recommendation system. Their
system builds and updates each user’s profile based on his/her click history of
the stories. When a user sends a request of Google news to the system, the sys-
tem will generate personalized Google news for the user. But their user profile
does not consider other data sources that can better describe user interests.

Kim et al. [28] proposed a recommender system based on a collaborative
user modelling. In the system, they built user profiles not only from user
interested items, i.e. the content of movies, but also based on the interested
items of the user’s neighbors who have interests in common. They believe that
feedbacks from a user’s neighbors can provide useful information to predict
the user’s interests. However, their system can consider more information
sources to better describe user interests and preference.

Hannon et al. [21] presented a Twitter user’s recommender system. When
a user sends a query to look for Twitter users, the system recommends a list of
Twitter users based on the user’s profile. They focused on the user tweets and
social relation with his followees and followers to build the user profile. The
proposed profiling system is only based on user activities on Twitter rather
than on multiple social networks.

Chen et al. [11] proposed a URL recommendation model for Twitter user
to better direct them to their interested content stream. Their model provides
recommendations and suggestions based on Twitter user profiles, while their
user profiles are based on popular URLs, users’ tweets, users’ followees’
tweets, and social voting within users’ neighborhoods. Users’ behavior traces
outside Twitter, e.g. browser history, can also provide useful information for
the Twitter user recommendation.

Ortigosa et al. [47] proposed and designed a Facebook application to
predict user personality on social networks. Their prediction is based on user
profiles on Facebook which describes the user interactions within Facebook,
e.g. the number of friends, the number of posts, the number of posts written by
friends, etc. They build user profiles on the hypothesis that users with similar
personality always exhibit similar behavior patterns. But Facebook is just one
source of social network, a user may exhibit a little different behavior pattern
in other social networks, e.g., Twitter.Also, other online behaviors, e.g. surfing
behavior on the Internet, are good sources for studying user personality.

Baik et al. [8] proposed a personality-traits prediction model based on user
behaviors on social networks. They investigated user behaviors on Facebook,
e.g., personal profile in Facebook, like posts, links, status, tagging the other
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users in photos, and etc. User profiles are built by the k-means clustering
method. The contribution is that the prediction model based on user profiles
is verified to correlate with user buying behavior. However, the model limits
the study of user personality traits only based on the activities in Facebook
not all commonly used social networks.

Corney et al. [12] focused on the computer system logs to build a user
profile. They created a user profile to capture user usage pattern of running
processes and programs on a computer system. Events that deviate from the
user profile can trigger alerts to notify the administrator for further actions.
In order to reduce the number of false positive alerts, they use an application
grouping technique. Prototype softwares are built and test the anomaly detec-
tion system based on user profiles. However, their research is only focused
on system logs that are very restrictive to user’s behaviors. Normally more
information should be considered for the construction of user profiles.

Table 1 shows the results of this evaluation and presents the data sources,
features and profiling techniques of each model. In this table to make it easy
to read and undertsand, we defined a unique ID for each feature (Tables 3, 4,
5, 6, and 7) and list the extracted features for each research in the “extracted
features” column. As the table shows, all proposed model focused on one or
maximum two different datasources to define their user profile.

3 Available Features and Data Sources

In this section we review the previous research on three categories, namely:
user information, user behavior and network traffic. Subsequently we describe
all related features for user profiling. Also, we will identify the primary data
sources based on the previous studies.

3.1 Previous Works on Feature Extraction

In this subsection, we review the previous research on three categories,
i.e., user information, user behavior and network traffic which have been
summarized in Table 2. For each research we list their extracted features on
abbreviation format which defined and explained in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
(in Subsection 3.2).

3.1.1 User information
In the existing work on user profiling, some research focused on user infor-
mation including user interests, knowledge and skills, intention & motivation,
and demographic information.
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Table 2 Summary of profiling criteria (based on the related research)
Profiling Criteria References

UF1 Users’ interests [2], [13], [19], [28], [29], [39], [43], [55], [59], [62], [66]
UF2 Knowledge, skill [4]
UF3 Demographic information [4], [7], [30], [54]
UF4 Intention [4], [17], [23]

UF5 Behavior
Online behavior [4], [5], [48], [51], [58], [67]
Offline behavior [12], [14], [16], [18], [32], [33], [35], [41], [44], [46],

[48], [49], [50], [53], [57], [60], [65], [68], [69]
UF6 Social media activity [8], [11], [21], [22], [34], [36], [47]
UF7 Network traffic [1], [6], [9], [10], [15], [25], [26], [27], [38], [40], [42],

[45], [56], [60], [63], [64]

User interests:
Li and Yan [43] presented a dynamic model for user profiling. They developed
a new approach to describe user profiles as the random sets based on feature
UF1.1.

Sugiyama et al. [59] created a personalized Web search strategy based on
user profiles constructed from Web browser history. The authors believed that
user interests, discovered from the browser history, can better guide search
engines to filter useful information to satisfy user needs. They used feature
UF1.1 in their research.

Grčar et al. [19] presented a system to develop and maintain user profiles.
The browser history has been used to build a user-interest topic ontology.After
extracting terms from the content of web pages, visited web pages have been
categorized in accordance with the topic ontology and the extracted terms.
Therefore, user profiles consist of web page topics. But only calculating the
frequency of visited web pages in terms of user-interest topics cannot be
adequate. Features UF1.1 have been used in this research.

Tebri et al. [62] proposed a new incremental profile learning approach. The
profiling approach worked on the several user-selected documents to learn the
user’s interests. The experiments showed the effectiveness of the incremental
profiling approach based on feature set UF1.1.

Ahmed et al. [2] defined a statistical user profiling framework to model user
interest. Different from previous work, this research considered a historical
user activity as a key factor to build user profiles. The authors believed that
a user profile is an online navigational pattern that will change over time. A
Bayesian approach has been employed in this research in modelling user’s
interests by using feature sets UF1.6 and UF1.7.

Au Yeung et al. [66] proposed a method to develop user profiles of multiple
interests from users’ self-defined tags. In a social bookmarking website,
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e.g. delicious website, a user can create multiple tags for a bookmarked
website. The authors believed that user-defined tags provide a way for a user
to describe his/her interested resources. The preferred clustering technique
has been used in this research to create user profiles from these tags by using
the feature set UF1.2.

Michlmayr [39] created user profiles from tagging data. Co-occurrence
of tags was considered rather than occurrence of tags. He believed that a
user always likes to use several tags to denote one bookmark in a social
bookmarking system. The profiling system used the feature set UF1.8.

Kim et al. [28] presented a personal user profile via text mining technique.
Multiple data sources were selected from the web content, user’s clicked,
viewed, and bookmarked to build the user profile. Also a user profile via
collaborative characteristics expressed was enriched by the neighborhood
users, who exhibited similar interests to the user. Feature set UF1.1 is used in
this personal profiling.

Kim et al. [29] proposed a collaborative user modelling by leveraging
users’ rating and social tagging information. The Naive Bayes approach has
been chosen to profile a user’s interest as a set of tags according to the positive
and negative items rated by the user. Feature sets UF1.2 and UF1.3 were chosen
in this research.

Das et al. [13] introduced a hybrid profiling strategy based on the links
that users clicked on the Google news website. The research assumed that
users’ clicks indeed indicate users’ interests by using the feature set UF1.4.

Semeraro et al. [55] submitted construct user sense-based profiles. The
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) procedure has been applied to extract the
context words for each word of a user’s selected document.Auser sense-based
profile is represented by these context words for using the feature set UF1.5.

Knowledge and skills:
Murugan [4] targeted developing an AI-based behaviour model to profile
employee Web usage. This study shows that surfing nonwork-related websites
during work hours not only reduces employees’productivity, but also increases
security issues in the workplace. A hybrid method that uses Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) was proposed to implement
the user profiling system. During training the ANN, GA was used to select the
optimal weights for the next iteration. The results indicated that one of theANN
models, Simple Recurrent Network (SRN), is a superior classification method
with a high accuracy rate of 89.7% regarding this behaviour profiling problem.
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They used feature sets UF2.2.1.1–UF2.2.1.4, UF2.2.2.1–UF2.2.2.3, UF3.1,
UF3.2, UF3.7, UF3.8, UF3.10, UF3.13, UF4.2.1, UF4.2.2 and UF5.1.2.1.

Intention and motivation:
Hernández et al. [23] aimed to discover user intent behind web queries. Terms
extracted from user queries have been suggested for query classification.
Besides the frequency of extracted terms, Figueroa [17] proposed to consider
linguistic attributes in the query to find user web search intent. Both of them
used features UF4.1.1–UF4.1.3 in their queries.

Demographic information:
Krulwich [30] designed an intelligent agent to interact with users on the
Internet and recommend web pages according to user profiles. Demographic
information has been collected through received survey questions by using
feature sets UF3.1–UF3.12.

Silvia et al. [54] proposed a hybrid approach that engages case-based
reasoning with Bayesian networks for user profiling in an incremental way.
The authors believed that representing user preference by user profiles is
the learning task for agents to assist users. The proposed hybrid approach
consists of two components. In the first component, the case-based reasoning
performs an action according to acquired knowledge about users. The action
which reflects his/her habits and preferences provides inputs for the second
component. In the second component, Bayesian networks models the rela-
tionships between items of interest in terms of providing cases. The proposed
hybrid technique suits, particularly users’ interests that vary over time.
Demographic information such as feature sets UF3.10 and UF3.14 have been
selected.

Bradley et al. [7] explained a two-stage user profiling approach. First,
they performed similarity-based user profiling on the server side to filter out
useful information. Then, they presented a case-based profiling strategy on
the client side to provide personalized service for the user. They argued that
client-side profiling can maintain privacy and does not need to submit user-
privacy-related data to the server side. The feature sets UF3.15–UF3.17 were
used in their proposed approach.

3.1.2 User behavior
User behaviour profiling includes modelling common behaviour, e.g. online
behaviour to view web-pages, offline behaviour to leave execution traces on
a personal computer, and activities in social networks.
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Common behavior:
Denning and Dorothy [14] profiled a user’s behaviour on a computer by
monitoring the computer’s system. Statistical models have been selected to
profile a user’s normal behaviour. The main purpose for building a user’s
profile is to detect an abnormality. Their study used feature sets UF5.2.1.1,
UF5.2.1.2, UF5.2.1.12, UF5.2.1.18, UF5.2.1.19, UF5.2.4.1, and UF5.2.4.2.

Early in 1997, Lane and Brodley [32] proposed a machine learning
approach to anomaly detection. The user profiles constructed based on com-
mand sequences and an intruder is supposed to behave quite differently from
normal users in terms of command traces. The empirical results demonstrated
that the command sequence learning is a promising technique to anomaly
detection contingent on using feature set UF5.2.3.1.

Eskin and Lee [16] proposed an entropy modeling method and a probability
modeling method to build user profiles based on system calls. Feature set
UF5.2.2.1 was used for this research.

Somayaji and Buntwal [57] proposed an abnormal system call detector
by profiling the behaviour of user applications (e.g. Netscape on Unix). Two
methods were offered to profile system calls, the sequence and the look-ahead
pair method.The system-call monitoring system was implemented and showed
that detection can be performed efficiently in real time. The authors picked
feature set UF5.2.2.1 for their proposed detection system.

Yeung and Ding [65] constructed two types of behavioural models to
profile the user normal behaviour using Unix shell commands. The purpose
is to detect anomalies from normal user behaviour using the feature set
UF5.2.3.1.

Li et al. [68] utilized statistical characteristics of N-grams for system
calls to profile the normal behavior of a process. The experiments showed a
high flexibility and efficiency of anomaly detection by using the feature set
UF5.2.2.1.

Pepyne et al. [50] targeted very specialized groups of users and profiled
user behaviours on the computer. The authors believed that specialized groups
of users, e.g. accountants, would use computers in very similar and regular
ways due to the nature of their work. User profiles, generated based on three
sets of features recorded at each session, are compared with their groups to
detect anomalies. Feature sets UF5.2.1.9 and UF5.2.1.12–UF5.2.1.16 were
used for proposed profiling.

Stanton et al. [58] proposed a taxonomy of end-user security-related
behaviour. The level of the technical knowledge and the intentionality of
the behaviour have been used to develop the taxonomy. A dataset collected
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from 110 individuals was created to prove the effectiveness of the taxonomy.
Feature sets UF5.1.1.1–UF5.1.1.3 have been recommended for this taxonomy.

Magklaras and Furnell [35] in 2005 proposed a methodology of leveraging
computer system usage and application execution audit to measure end user
IT sophistication. The authors used statistical models to build user profiles
based on the proposed metrics. For the evaluation, 60 users’ audit records and
system usage were used to verify the validity of the proposed methodology
by using the feature sets UF5.2.1.1, UF5.2.1.3, and UF5.2.1.4.

Baeza et al. [5] targeted profiling user behaviour in a query session.
The authors believed that user behaviour in query sessions can reveal how
users search and use search engines and provide useful information for query
recommendation systems. Feature set UF5.1.3.1 was selected for this profiling.

Qiu and Cho [51] learned user search interests from user history-click data.
In this research topic-sensitive page rank has been nominated rather than a
simple page rank algorithm to profile user’s interests. For the evaluation of
the proposed profiling, feature set UF5.1.3.2 is the best choice.

Li and Song [33] profiled the Windows NT operating system (OS) users’
system behaviours. The Processes of Windows OS has mostly been investi-
gated during a user’s login and logout activities. A one-class neural network
classifier and Support Vector Machines (SVM) were selected to model user
profiles for the purpose of masquerade detection. The authors selected four
feature sets UF5.2.1.1, UF5.2.1.10, UF5.2.1.13, 5.2.1.17, UF7.

Ochoa [46] proposed a user profiling method based on process usage of a
computer system. The authors believed that users in a department of a company
might solve similar tasks and therefore have similar process usage. The users’
profiles were generated to classify users into groups based on feature sets
UF5.2.1.3–UF5.2.1.9.

Pannell andAshman [48] proposed a user modelling method based on basic
statistics for anomaly detection. The authors selected feature sets UF5.1.2.2,
UF5.2.1.1, UF5.2.1.3, UF5.2.1.10, and UF5.2.1.11.

Pannell and Ashman [49] profiled user behaviour based on system usage
and visited websites. The user profiles are used for host-based anomaly detec-
tion. The results showed that the chosen feature sets UF5.1.2.2, UF5.2.1.1,
UF5.2.1.3, UF5.2.1.10, and UF5.2.1.11., can significantly reduce intruder
detection time.

Salem and Stolfo [53] proposed a model to profile a user command search
behavior in the Windows operating system for masquerade detection. The
research is based on the assumption that users are familiar with their own file
system while masqueraders are not. Also a Windows command taxonomy has
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been designed to classify user commands. The authors build user profiles based
on user command search behavior in different categories. The experimental
results proved the great performance of the proposed approach with selected
features UF5.2.5.1–UF5.2.5.3.

Corney et al. [12] targeted the study of the identification of anomalous
events in computer system logs. They implemented a prototype software to
build user profiles and identify anomalous events with user profiles. User
profiles capture user routines of program usage in a computer system. Any
event that deviates from user profiles is regarded as suspicious and triggers an
alert. Since lots of false positive alerts will be triggered by suspicious events
an application grouping technique was introduced to reduce the number of
false positive alerts. The results proved that the number of false positive alerts
is greatly reduced with feature sets UF5.2.1.20–UF5.2.1.22.

Yu et al. [67] built user profiles based on semantics and user’s browsing
behaviours. A user’s browsing sequence of viewing web pages in a session is
considered as a meaningful transaction to achieve a navigation goal. A graph-
based structure combined with a probability model has been selected to capture
the semantics and relations embedded in user browsing sessions. However,
the experiment is a simple case study to trace only one user’s browsing content
with feature UF5.1.2.3.

Fu et al. [18] proposed a system log profiling method to detect the exe-
cution anomaly of system components in a distributed system. This research
converted unstructured text log files (free format) into log keys. Then the
Finite State Automata (FSA) technique is applied to log keys to profile normal
execution behavior of system components. The profiling method extracted
feature set UF5.2.1.23 from a system log.

Nousiainen et al. [41] analyzed system log data which are obtained by
monitoring servers. The study made a few observations about traffic features.
Afterwards, anomaly detection based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) was
proposed followed by several sample user cases. The feature sets mentioned
in this study are UF5.2.1.17 and UF5.2.1.24–UF5.2.1.27.

Li [44] targeted automated log analysis in an effective and efficient way.
This study investigated new features as well as different combinations of
machine learning algorithms to mine the log data. Finally, a systematic
learning process was built with the feature sets UF5.2.1.28–UF5.2.1.34 for
the proposed automated system.

Zwietasch [69] tried to include context in the system logs for studying
the anomaly detection problem with machine learning technology. The
study proposed three feature representation methods to capture the context
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information in a log file from different perspective. Then, a position-based
anomaly detection algorithm was developed. The final data representation
method proposed by the author is a feature vector representation by feature
set UF5.2.1.35.

Social network activities:
With the increasing number of netizens, social networks have become
extremely popular. Social networks provide a platform for people to interact
with others in virtual communities. People could use social networks to make
friends, chat, share and exchange information, give ratings and reviews, and
make comments.

Hung et al. [24] proposed a tag-based user profiling approach. They used
tags indicated in Flickr and Delicious to build user profiles. These tags are the
user’s interests, as well as the interests of the user’s social contacts by using
feature UF6.1.14.

Hannon et al. [21] proposed a Twitter user profiling technique based on
the tweets and the relationships between Twitter users, i.e. followers and
followees. The objective is to develop a followee recommendation system.
They analyzed and evaluated both content-based and collaborative filtering
profiling approaches. The evaluation of real-use data suggested that the
recommendation system with features UF6.1.1–UF6.1.5. is able to deliver
some meaningful followee suggestions.

Chen et al. [11] proposed a URL recommendation system based on users’
tweets and the tweets from followees. The authors believed that the followees
of a user normally have something in common that attracts the user. Hence,
the more URL is mentioned by a followees and followees-of-followees, the
more likely user is interested in the URL. They used four feature sets UF6.1.1,
UF6.1.6, UF6.1.7, UF6.1.8.

Lu et al. [34] proposed a re-rank tweets approach in order to recommend
the tweets that a user is most interested in. A user’s profile consists of
the user’s interested topics and his/her affinity with other users. The user’s
interested topics expanded via linking with the knowledge base constructed
from Wikipedia by using feature sets UF6.1.9 and UF6.1.10.

Hannon et al. [22] presented a multi-faceted user model for Twit-
ter users. The tags associated with Twitter lists have been used to profile the
users. The tags represent the core interests of the target user. Also a user’s tags
contributed to self-interested tags and common interested tags with friends and
followers. Feature sets UF6.1.11, UF6.1.12, and UF6.1.13 were chosen for the
model.
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Ortigosa et al. [47] profiled user activities on Facebook to discover user
personality traits. This profiling assumed that users with similar personality
tend to exhibit common behavioural patterns when interacting with others
through social network websites, such as Facebook. Results showed the
proposed user profiling approach has a high level of accuracy for predicting
user personality with feature sets UF6.2.1–UF6.2.13.

Baik et al. [8] profiled user behaviours on Facebook to predict user
personality traits. The authors assumed that user buying behaviour can be
modelled from the user interaction in Facebook website. The experiments
showed the effectiveness of the proposed approach. However, the validity
that user behaviour in a Facebook parallel consumer behaviour needs to be
proved. Feature sets UF6.2.8–UF6.2.47 were used in this research.

Network traffic:
Wang and Stolfo [64] proposed a payload-based network intrusion detector.
Since payload is just byte streams and does not have a fixed length, larger
payloads may indicate non-printable or media format data, e.g. pictures,
videos, and executable files. The authors made use of the port number and the
lengths of bytes in a payload to complete a profile using a clustering method.
According to the experimental results, the technique works surprisingly well,
it achieves around a 60% detection rate with a false positive rate lower than
0.1% for every port by using feature sets UF7.5.11 and UF7.5.12.

Tabia and Benferhat [60] profiled user’s behaviour in using computer
and network resources where the built profiles represent normal behaviours.
The proposed profiling detected attacks by comparing system activities with
normal behaviours with the decision tree algorithm. The network traffic
related feature sets UF5.2.1.1, UF5.2.1.2, UF7.1.1.1–UF7.1.1.7, UF7.1.1.10,
UF7.1.1.11, UF7.5.11, UF7.5.12, used in the classifier are directly extracted
from network packets [52].

Imbert [26] explored network traffic for the identity assurance of user
activities. Based on a case study, he developed a user profile from network
behavior by analyzing the intercepted network packets. The objective of the
user profiling is to assign a confidence level of user activities on the network.
The feature sets UF7.3.1–UF7.4.8, UF7.6.1–UF7.6.4 were selected in the user
activities model.

Singh et al. [56] proposed a network traffic profiling technique on the basis
of feature reduction and sample reduction processes. Feature reduction filtered
irrelevant features and sample reduction reduced the size of the training set.
The experiments were performed on the NSL-KDD dataset [61] and Kyoto
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University benchmark dataset [31]. The authors built a network profile with
neural network for the purpose of intrusion detection by using feature sets
UF7.3.3 and UF7.1.2.1–UF7.1.2.8.

Iglesias and Zseby [25] proposed a multi-stage feature selection method
for network traffic based on anomaly detection. The authors analyzed the
contribution of every feature for the anomaly detection task. Then, a fea-
ture reduction method to reduce the number of network traffic relevant
features was proposed for anomaly detection. The original network traffic
selected features include UF7.3.3, UF7.3.8–UF7.3.11, UF7.1.2.1–UF7.1.2.10,
UF7.1.2.20–UF7.1.2.26, and UF7.5.1–UF7.5.10 for 2 seconds as well as
UF7.5.1–UF7.5.10 for the last 100 connections.

Cao et al. [9] proposed a new LDA-Based (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)
network intrusion detection method. In order to apply the LDA model to
network traffic data, network traffic kept in the form of packets with tcp-
dump are first parsed into documents which are expressed by words. Then,
the LDA model built the behavior pattern of normal traffic for intrusion
detection. During the parsing phase from tcpdump packets of documents,
each packet is represented by a feature vector of 16 feature set, including
UF7.2.13–UF7.2.26.

Mantere et al. [38] investigated network traffic features for machine learn-
ing based anomaly detection in a specific industrial control system network.
The research analyzed the feasibility of traffic features presented in [37]. The
network traffic has been captured from a living industrial system networks,
which is functional in a restricted environment. The authors discussed about
the feature sets UF7.2.1–UF7.2.6, UF7.6.4, and UF7.1.2.15 for the proposed
detection technique.

Chang et al. [10] proposed a two-stage flow-based anomaly detection
method to improve the reliability of networks. In the first stage, the normal
network traffic profiles are constructed. In the second stage, anomaly is
detected by means of entropy-based distance measurement. The experimental
result demonstrated its high accuracy and low complexity. This study chose
three network traffic feature sets UF7.1.2.11, UF7.1.2.12, and UF7.1.2.13 for
anomaly detection.

Lakhina et al. [42] studied the distribution of packet features and used
entropy as a tool to analyze the feature distribution. Normal traffic profiles are
built by the entropy-based clustering method. The experiment on data from two
backbone networks validated the high sensitivity of the feature distribution-
based method for anomaly detection. The authors used features UF7.1.2.12
and UF7.1.2.13 in their research.
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Bereziński et al. [6] presented a case study for entropy-based network
traffic anomaly detection. The authors studied the performance of several
entropy-based anomaly methods on a number of anomalous network traffic
traces. The case study proved that combining entropy with a set of selected
feature distribution performs better than the traditional just entropy-based
method. The researchers calculated the distribution of feature sets UF7.1.2.1,
UF7.1.2.3, UF7.1.2.4 and UF7.1.2.13.

Kind et al. [27] proposed a feature-based anomaly detection approach on
the basis of the construction for histograms of different traffic features. The
proposed histogram-based anomaly detection approach modeled histogram
patterns and then identified deviations from the constructed models. The
experimental results showed the effectiveness of the approach in identifying
a wide range of anomalies. The research profiled histogram patterns using
features UF7.1.2.1, UF7.1.2.11–UF7.1.2.14, UF7.2.19, and UF7.2.26.

Agarwal and Mittal [1] proposed a hybrid approach that combines the
entropy of network features and Support Vector Machines (SVM) for detection
of anomalous network traffic. The experimental result demonstrated that
the hybrid approach outperforms entropy-based approach and SVM-based
approach. This research extracted feature sets UF7.2.7–UF7.2.11 for the
proposed approach.

Dokas et al. [15] proposed several data mining-based schemes to identify
anomalies and detect attacks. Several outlier detection schemes and support
vector machines were investigated to model normal network traffic behaviors
for detection of attacks. From the content of this research, derived time-based
feature sets UF7.1.2.19, UF7.2.13, UF7.5.1, and UF7.5.13 are developed.

Thatte et al. [63] developed parametric methods for network anomaly
detection. By adopting statistical models, the proposed method achieved real-
time estimation of model parameters with background traffic for training. The
experimental results demonstrated that the statistical models are able to detect
artificial attacks in varying real traffic environments. The research used both
feature sets UF7.2.1 and UF7.2.26 to calculate traffic statistics for statistical
models.

Lu and Traore [45] proposed an anomaly detection framework for detect-
ing network attacks. The framework includes the feature extraction and outlier
detection modules. The feature extraction achieved four-dimensional feature
space by some transformation on the features of network packets and flows.
The outlier detection worked on the four-dimensional feature space to detect
anomalies of network traffic. The transformation process of feature space
worked on packet based feature sets UF7.2.14, UF7.2.16, UF7.2.18, UF7.2.24,
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UF7.2.27–UF7.2.33 and flow based feature sets UF7.1.2.12, UF7.1.2.16, and
UF7.1.2.18.

Münz et al. [40] applied the k-means clustering algorithm to the network
traffic for anomaly detection from traffic. The algorithm classified network
flows in clusters of normal and abnormal traffic. When new network traffic
was captured, the algorithm calculated the distance between newly captured
traffic flows with the centroid of the cluster for the identification of normal
or abnormal traffic. These researchers extracted feature sets UF7.1.2.2, and
UF7.1.2.11–UF7.1.2.14 from network flow.

3.2 Available Features

In this section we describe all features that have been extracted from the
previous research and categorize them. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 list user profiling
features (denoted as UF in short) appearing in the literatures in Subsection 3.1.

Interests (UF1): User interests are reflected by user behavior that constantly
concentrates on their interests. For example, we could deduce a user’s
interested topics from his or her browsing history. A user always visiting
sport-related websites could indicate her/his interest in sports.

Knowledge and Skills (UF2): Knowledge and skills are two related factors
that show how well a user understands the theory and can apply the theory in
practice.

• UF2.1 (Knowledge): Users knowledge is obtained by perception and
learning. It is considered as a measurement to gauge a user’s understand-
ing of a domain, which can be classified into three levels.

– UF2.1.1 (Breadth of knowledge): This refers to the varieties of
knowledge and the fact that a user may have knowledge covering
several fields.

– UF2.1.2 (Depth of knowledge): This refers to how well a user
masters the knowledge.

– UF2.1.3 (Finesse): This refers to the ability to solve a particular
problem.

• UF2.2 (Skills): This refers to the ability of a user in a certain domain to
solve a problem.

– UF2.2.1 (Web experience): This refers to how well a user uses the
Web as a tool to serve his/her own purpose.

– UF2.2.2 (Formal training or self-training): It refers to different types
of training.
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Table 3 User information features (UF1–UF4)
Factor UF1 UF2 UF3 UF4

Knowledge, Demographic Intention,
Criteria Interests Skill Information Motivation

Sub-
criteria

(No
sub-criteria)

2.1 Knowledge
2.2 Skill

(No
sub-criteria)

4.1 Web search
intent

4.2 Motivation

(No
sub-
criteria)

2.1.1 Breadth of
knowledge
2.1.2 Depth of knowledge
2.1.3 Finesse

2.2.1 Web experience
2.2.2 Formal training or
self-training

(No
sub-criteria)

(No
sub-criteria)

Feature

F1.1 Extracted
terms from
interested content
F1.2 Tags
associated with
bookmarks
F1.3 Ratings
F1.4 Clicked
items
F1.5 Context
words of each
terms extracted
from a document
F1.6 Topic
usages at a
certain time
F1.7 Historic
topic usages at
previous epochs
F1.8
Combinations of
social tags
associated with
bookmarks

F2.1.1.1 Number of types
of IT tools used

F2.1.2.1 The level of
mastery of a particular IT
application or IT
knowledge
F2.1.2.2 Years of training
F2.1.2.3 Years of
hands-on experience

F2.1.3.1 The efficiency to
solve particular IT
problems
F2.1.3.2 To solve
particular IT problems in
innovative ways or not

F2.2.1.1 Using Internet
search engines
F2.2.1.2 Downloading
files from the Internet
F2.2.1.3 Creating Web
pages
F2.2.1.4 Accessing the
Internet

F2.2.2.1 In-house
company courses
F2.2.2.2 Trained by a
fellow worker
F2.2.2.3 Self-study or
self-taught

F3.1 Gender
F3.2 Age
F3.3 Marital

status
F3.4 City
F3.5 Country
F3.6 Number of

children
F3.7 Education
F3.8 Income
F3.9 Hobbies
F3.10 Career
F3.11
Preference
F3.12 Zip code
F3.13 Size of

business
F3.14
Department
F3.15 Job type
F3.16 Salary
F3.17 Key
skills

F4.1.1 Informational
queries

F4.1.2 Navigation
queries

F4.1.3 Transaction
queries

F4.2.1 Perceived
usefulness

F4.2.2 Perceived
enjoyment
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Table 4 User behavior features (UF5)
Factor UF5
Criteria Behavior

Sub-
criteria

5.1 Online behavior 5.2 Offline behavior
5.1.1 Password-related behavior 5.2.1 Computer system behavior
5.1.2 Web usage behavior 5.2.2 System calls
5.1.3 Web search behavior 5.2.3 User commands

5.2.4 User Logins
5.2.5 Command search

Feature

F5.1.1.1 Create weak password F5.1.1.2 Sharing password
F5.1.1.3 Frequency of change password

F5.1.2.1 Visited non-work related websites F5.1.2.2 visited web pages
F5.1.2.3 Sequences of viewed web pages in a session

F5.1.3.1 Clicked item in a query session
F5.1.3.2 Clicked item in each topic category in a query session

F5.2.1.1 CPU usage F5.2.1.2 I/O usage F5.2.1.3 Memory usage
F5.2.1.4 Average instances per process in a certain period
F5.2.1.5 Standard deviation of instance in a session
F5.2.1.6 Total instances of process from the whole session
F5.2.1.7 Average elapse time in a session F5.2.1.9 Total elapsed time for a session
F5.2.1.8 Standard deviation of elapsed time in a session
F5.2.1.10 Number of Windows opened in a session
F5.2.1.11 Number of simultaneously running application in a session
F5.2.1.12 The time elapsed since the end of the previous session (interval)
F5.2.1.13 Number of operating system commands generated during the session
F5.2.1.14 The mean of command rate during the session
F5.2.1.15 An integer indicating the day of the week when the session began
F5.2.1.16 An integer indicating the hour of the day when a session began
F5.2.1.17 Number of processes
F5.2.1.18 Number of attempts to execute unauthorized programs during a day
F5.2.1.19 Number of programs terminates abnormally during a day
F5.2.1.20 The hours of the day an application was started
F5.2.1.21 The day of the week an application was started
F5.2.1.22 Whether or not the application had been run by the user previously
F5.2.1.23 Word sequence of log message
F5.2.1.24 Number of processes in the kernel run queue
F5.2.1.25 Amount of free memory F5.2.1.26 Swap space
F5.2.1.27 Percentages of CPU time spent on user processes and system processes
F5.2.1.28 Total execution time in a log file
F5.2.1.29 The variance of time difference between adjacent log messages
F5.2.1.30 The maximum time difference between adjacent log messages
F5.2.1.31 The average time different between adjacent log messages
F5.2.1.32 Number of occurrence of character sequence in a log file
F5.2.1.33 Number of occurrence of word sequence in a log file
F5.2.1.34 Number of occurrence of a single word in a log file
F5.2.1.35 Number occurrence of each event in a log file

(Continued)
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Table 4 Continued
Factor UF5
Criteria Behavior

Feature

F5.2.2.1 Sequence of system calls F5.2.3.1 Unix shell command sequences

F5.2.4.1 Login frequency F5.2.4.2 Number of unsuccessful login
F5.2.4.3 Maximum duration of staying login F5.2.4.4 Minimum duration of staying login
F5.2.4.5 Average duration of staying login

F5.2.5.1 Number of search-related actions F5.2.5.2 Number of file accessed
F5.2.5.3 Percentage of file system navigation user actions during an epoch

Table 5 User behavior features (UF6)
Factor UF6

Criteria Social Network Activity
Sub-

criteria
6.1 Activity on Twitter 6.2 Activity on Facebook
6.3 Activity on Youtube 6.4 Other

Feature

F6.1.1 Users tweets F6.1.2 Tweets of users followees
F6.1.3 Tweets of users followers F6.1.4 User ids of users followees
F6.1.5 User ids of users followers F6.1.6 Users followees tweets
F6.1.7 URLs posted by users followees F6.1.11 Tags associated with users tweets
F6.1.8 URLs posted by followees of followees F6.1.9 Extracted concepts from tweets
F6.1.10 Number of tweets that reply, retweet, or mentioned between a user and a followee
F6.1.12 Tags associated with users tweets are of interest to user and his friends
F6.1.13 Tags associated with users tweets are of interest to both a user and his followers
F6.1.14 Tags associated with user and his social contacts

F6.2.1 Number of posts the user has in his wall F6.2.2 Number of friends
F6.2.3 Number of different friends that have written in the users wall
F6.2.4 Number of posts written in users wall in a day
F6.2.5 Number of months since the user started using Facebook
F6.2.6 Mean of different friends that have written in the users wall during a certain period
F6.2.7 Mean of posts written in the users wall during a certain period
F6.2.8 Gender F6.2.9 Age F6.2.10 Blood type F6.2.11 Relationship status
F6.2.12 Frequency to be a friend of other users
F6.2.13 Frequency being a friend of acquaintances
F6.2.14 Frequency of total likes F6.2.15 Frequency of like photos
F6.2.16 Frequency of like status F6.2.17 Frequency of like post
F6.2.18 Frequency of like link F6.2.19 Frequency of like check-in
F6.2.20 Frequency of like own photos F6.2.21 Frequency of like own status
F6.2.22 Frequency of like own post F6.2.23 Frequency of like own link
F6.2.24 Frequency of like own check-in F6.2.25 Frequency of like own post on
F6.2.26 Frequency of tag users in own photo F6.2.27 Frequency of like page
F6.2.28 Frequency of tag oneself in own photo
F6.2.29 Frequency of being tagged in other users photo
F6.2.30 Frequency of joining group
F6.2.31 Frequency of photo upload on his feeds with GPS
F6.2.32 Frequency of photo upload on his feeds without GPS
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Table 5 Continued
Factor UF6

Criteria Social Network Activity

Feature

F6.2.33 Frequency of total feeds about status
F6.2.34 Frequency of feeds about status with GPS
F6.2.35 Frequency of feeds about status without GPS
F6.2.36 Frequency of total feeds about check-in
F6.2.37 Frequency of feeds about check-in with GPS
F6.2.38 Frequency of feeds about check-in without GPS
F6.2.39 Frequency of status update
F6.2.40 Frequency of privacy setting of feed
F6.2.42 Frequency of privacy setting of feed (self)
F6.2.43 Frequency of privacy setting of feed (network friends)
F6.2.44 Frequency of privacy setting of feed (everyone)
F6.2.45 Frequency of privacy setting of feed (all friends)
F6.2.46 Frequency of privacy setting of feed (friends of friends)
F6.2.47 Frequency of privacy setting of feed (custom)

F6.3.1 Number of uploads F6.3.2 Number of watches
F6.3.3 Number of channel views F6.3.4 System join date
F6.3.5 The time elapsed between the join date and the last login
F6.3.6 The interconnection between a user and his neighbors
F6.3.7 The probability of mutual subscription
F6.3.8 Number of subscriptions made by a user
F6.3.9 Number of subscriptions received by a user

Table 6 Network traffic features (UF7 – part 1)
Factor UF7

Criteria Network Traffic

Sub-
criteria

7.1 Flow based features 7.2 Packet based features
7.3 Login behavior 7.4 Traffic volume
7.5 Traffic related to the same host or the same service or the same port
7.6 Other statistical features

7.1.1 http connections 7.1.2 Other connections

Feature
(part 1)

F7.1.1.1 Request length F7.1.1.2 URI length
F7.1.1.3 Request method F7.1.1.4 Type of requested resource
F7.1.1.5 Number of parameters F7.1.1.6 Number of arguments
F7.1.1.7 A request method F7.1.1.8 Respond code to http request
F7.1.1.9 Number of requests with same URL
F7.1.1.10 Time elapsed since the corresponding http request
F7.1.1.11 Number of requests requesting different URLs

F7.1.2.1 Duration of the connection F7.1.2.2 Type of protocol
F7.1.2.3 Network service on the destination
F7.1.2.4 Number of data bytes to destination
F7.1.2.5 Number of data bytes to source F7.1.2.6 Normal or error status
F7.1.2.7 Number of bad checksum packets in a connection

(Continued)
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Table 6 Continued
Factor UF7

Criteria Network Traffic

Feature
(part 1)

F7.1.2.8 Number of urgent packets F7.1.2.9 Connection status
F7.1.2.10 If source and destination IP addresses and port numbers are equal
F7.1.2.11 The source address F7.1.2.12 The destination address
F7.1.2.13 The destination port F7.1.2.14 The source port
F7.1.2.15 Average duration of flows between endpoints
F7.1.2.16 Number of packets F7.1.2.17 Starting time of flow
F7.1.2.18 time window for the flow F7.1.2.19 Number of connections
F7.1.2.20 Sum of not found error appearances in a connection
F7.1.2.21 If the root gets the shell or not
F7.1.2.22 If the “su ”command has been used or not
F7.1.2.23 Sum of operations performed as root in a connection
F7.1.2.24 Sum of file creations in a connection
F7.1.2.25 Sum of operations in control files in a connection
F7.1.2.26 Sum of outbound commands in a ftp connection

F7.2.1 Number of data packets F7.2.2 IP-port pairs
F7.2.3 Average size of packets F7.2.5 TCP session length
F7.2.4 Average interval between packets
F7.2.6 Networking protocol (IPv4 or IPv6)
F7.2.7 Number of distinct source port in a time slice
F7.2.8 Number of distinct destination addresses in a time slice
F7.2.9 Number of distinct destination port in a time slice
F7.2.10 Number of distinct packet types (ICMP, TCP and UDP) in a time slice
F7.2.11 Number of distinct packets with same packet size in a time slice
F7.2.12 Number of services in a time slice
F7.2.13 Total length F7.2.14 Type of service
F7.2.15 Fragment flags F7.2.16 Time to live
F7.2.17 IP destination F7.2.18 TCP flag
F7.2.19 TCP checksum F7.2.20 TCP URG pointer
F7.2.21 TCP option F7.2.22 UDP checksum
F7.2.23 Destination port F7.2.24 ICMP checksum
F7.2.25 Packet size F7.2.26 Timestamp F7.2.27 Source IP
F7.2.28 Source port F7.2.29 Length of IP header
F7.2.30 Offset of fragment data F7.2.31 TCP header length
F7.2.32 Data location of the TCP segment
F7.2.33 Number of data transfered to the destination

Demographic information (UF3):This feature set contains personal informa-
tion such as gender, age and marital status. Demographic information provides
a useful source to better understand a user’s behavior.

Intention and motivation (UF4): Intention is the purpose for a user’s behavior
while motivation is the motive that initiates a user’s behavior.

• UF4.1 (Web search intent): Web search intention is the purpose of a users’
search behavior.
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Table 7 Network traffic features (UF7 – part 2)
Factor UF7
Criteria Network Traffic

Feature
(part 2)

F7.3.1 The time of day user access the network
F7.3.2 Login frequency
F7.3.3 Number of unsuccessful login attempts in a connection
F7.3.4 Attempted login in within or outside normal working hours
F7.3.5 Attempted login in from other location
F7.3.6 Average login duration
F7.3.7 The frequency of login at different locations
F7.3.8 Successfully logged in or not
F7.3.9 Number of logins of normal users
F7.3.10 If the user is accessing as root or admin
F7.3.11 If the user is accessing as guest, anonymous or visitor

F7.4.1 Download bytes per second F7.4.2 Upload bytes per second
F7.4.3 Download bytes in a specific time slice
F7.4.4 Upload bytes in a specific time slices
F7.4.5 The total bytes downloaded per day
F7.4.6 The total bytes uploaded per day
F7.4.7 The volume of data transferred per day
F7.4.8 High volume traffic to a destination IP address over a short time period

F7.5.1 Sum of connections to the same destination IP address
F7.5.2 Sum of connections to the same destination port number
F7.5.3 The percentage of connections that have activated the flag (UF7.1.10) s0, s1, s2 or
s3, among the connections aggregated in count (UF7.5.1)
F7.5.4 The percentage of connections that have activated the flag (UF7.1.10) s0, s1, s2 or
s3, among the connections aggregated in count (UF7.5.2)
F7.5.5 The percentage of connections that have activated the flag (UF7.1.10) REJ, among
the connections aggregated in count (UF7.5.1)
F7.5.6 The percentage of connections that have activated the flag (UF7.1.10) REJ among
the connections aggregated in count (UF7.5.2)
F7.5.7 The percentage of connections that were to the same service, among the connections
aggregated in count (UF7.5.1)
F7.5.8The percentage of connections that were to different services, among the connections
aggregated in count (UF7.5.1)
F7.5.9 The percentage of connections that were to different destination machines, among
the connections aggregated in count (UF7.5.1)
F7.5.10 The percentage of connections that were to the same source port, among the
connections aggregated in count (UF7.5.1)
F7.5.11 Average payload length of inbound traffic for a specific port
F7.5.12 Average payload length of outbound traffic for a specific port
F7.5.13 Number of different services to the same destination address

F7.6.1 Number of packets per day F7.6.2 Number of service used per day
F7.6.3 Widely varying network usage over a short time period
F7.6.4 Number of connections to different IP addresses daily
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• UF4.2 (Motivation): User behaviors are normally directed and triggered
by certain reasons. For instance, a person who is a hockey fan tends
to read hockey-related news because he is motivated by his interests in
hockey.

User Behavior (UF5): This represents repetitive patterns that a user always
do and can be used by an adaptive system or an intelligent agent to assist the
user according to the learned behavior.

• UF5.1 (Online behavior): This sub-criteria refers to the activities via the
Internet. Online behavior falls into the following three categories.

– UF5.1.1 (Password-related behavior): This is the behavior related
to password and improper password-related behavior that would
influence the security of a system.

– UF5.1.2 (Web usage behavior): This refers to the behavior of
accessing Web pages.

– UF5.1.3 (Web search behavior): Web search behavior refers to
search behavior via search engines.

• UF5.2 (Off-line behavior): This refers to the activities on the local
computer systems. A user may have different types of off-line behavior:

– UF5.2.1 (Computer system behavior): Computer system behavior
refers to programs or processes running on the computer which
causes the consumption of computational resource. The trace of a
computer system behavior can be recorded by the system logs.

– UF5.2.2 (System calls): A system call is an invocation of the
operating system services made by an application running on an
operating system such as Unix.

– UF5.2.3 (User commands): This refers to commands that are
entered by the users to perform a task.

– UF5.2.4 (User logins): User login and logout behavior combined
with the time factor can reflect users normal login and logout
patterns.

– UF5.2.5 (Command search): Command search behavior targets the
search command that a user used on a computer system.

Social network activity (UF6): Social network activity refers to the user’s
activities on the social networks and includes:

• UF6.1 (Activity on Twitter): This refers to the activities performed by
Twitter registered users through Twitter platform.
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• UF6.2 (Activity on Facebook): This refers to the activities performed by
Facebook users through the Facebook platform.

• UF6.3 (Activity on Youtube): This refers to the activities performed by
Youtube registered users through Youtube platform.

• UF6.4 (Other): User maybe has activities on other social network
websites, such as Instagram, LinkedIn, and etc.

Network traffic (UF7): This criteria refers to the data traverse through the
network during a certain period of time. Network traffic is classified by six
criteria.

• UF7.1 (Flow based features): This refers to features that related to a traffic
flow, is also called a connection, and consists of a sequence of packets
that have the same destination address, the same destination port, the
same source address, the same source port, and the same type of service.
A TCP connection starts with a packet having a SYN flag and ends with
a packet having a FIN flag. In UDP traffic, a threshold of the time slot is
used to separate packets into flows.

– UF7.1.1 (HTTP connections): This refers to the connections related
to port 80.

– UF7.1.2 (Other connections): This refers to other features related
to non-HTTP connections.

• UF7.2 (Packet based features): This refers to features extracted from each
packet.

• UF7.3 (Login behavior): This refers to login behavior regarding login
attempts.

• UF7.4 (Traffic volume): This refers to uploading/downloading behavior.
• UF7.5 (Traffic related to the same host or the same service or the same

port): This refers to network traffic related to the same host, the same
service, or the same port.

• UF7.6 (Other statistical features): This refers to another statistic about
information of network work traffic.

3.3 Available Data Sources

Based on previous studies, there are different types of data for user profiling
from diverse sources such as network traffic, Web, human resources, and logs.
Various data sources are direct or indirect indications of a users’ behaviour.
In our proposed model, all available data sources have been selected and
compiled. Network traffic as the first source shows the situation of network
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traffic when a user is doing activities on organization network, e.g. transferring
a file. The abnormal network traffic may imply that the user is under an attack,
e.g. DoS attack.

From a users’ behaviour on the Web as the second source, we will get
to know the visited URLs and the user’s social network activity. The visited
URLs may disclose a user’s interests and intentions. If a user reads sports
news very often, a conclusion can be made that this user likes sports. We can
even deduce that basketball is his/her favorite sport if this user only focuses
on basketball-related news. A user’s search intention is expressed in the key
words that the user typed in a search engine. If the user is looking for some
resource, he will type something like “purchase discount UGG boots”. If a
user queries a specific bank name such as “RBC”, it may indicate that the user
does not remember the URL of RBC and just uses the search engine for a
navigational purpose.

The third source, social network activities, shows how active a user is on
a social network platform, e.g. Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. If a user is sharing
too much on social networks, some attacker may steal his/her information
for attack purposes. For example, an attacker could make use of a user’s
information disclosed by the user profile on a social networking site to engineer
an attack against a target, e.g. session hijacking and attacks via the malicious
link technique [20].

Human resource as the fourth source can provide the demographic infor-
mation about a user inside an institution. Demographic information is a good
supplement to understand a user’s online behaviour. For example, it is easy to
identify work-related and nonwork-related websites a user visited in terms of
his occupation or job title. For a software developer, GitHub website must be
a work-related website.

The last source, Logs, is the information obtained by monitoring a
computer system. The CPU usage, memory usage, user’s working hours, and
etc. can be reflected in the log files. The computer’s usage pattern also can be
captured by analyzing the logs.

4 The Proposed Model

Figure 1 depicts our proposed system for performing user profiling with
cybersecurity perspective and analyzes the user’s pattern for a forewarning
system. The proposed system fetches data from four sources: network traffic,
web, human resource, and logs (PC and servers). These are all data sources for
usesr profiling summarized from the existing work (as presented in Section 3).
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Figure 1 Unified User Profiling (UUP) system with cyber security perspective.

As far as we know, none of the previous researchers focused on cybersecurity
perspective to propose a user profiling system based on all data sources;
normally the user profiling systems are using only one or two data sources.

In fact, different data sources serve different purposes for user profiling in
cybersecurity. The system provides a separate data fetching package for each
data source. The first source, fetching network traffic, provides the information
about how data traverses through the network when a user performs network
activities. Anomaly in network traffic may indicate attacks occur through
network traffic; a system flooded with traffic can be a potential signal of
DDoS attack.

The second source, fetching web browser history, gathers a user’s browsing
traces to discover user’s online interests and surfing habits. It may help to
identify risky users from their browsing history, e.g., how often they visited
potential malicious websites or how much information they downloaded from
untrusted sources. Fetching social network data gathers users’ activities on
social network websites. Social network websites, e.g., Facebook and Twitter
have become an increasingly popular communication platform. If a user
shares too much information on a social network website, attackers may take
advantage of this privacy-related information to clone the user’s identity for
malicious purposes.

The third source, getting demographic information from human resources,
helps to better understand user’s behavior. For example, if hockey is a user’s
hobby, the user may be a follower of his favorite hockey star on Twitter.

Finally, the fourth input, system logs, holds audit records which gives
the system monitoring data for modeling user normal behavior. It is useful to
differentiate a user’s abnormal behavior from the user’s normal behavior, e.g.,
an employee who did not work overtime but who logged into the system after
working hours or on weekends.
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Since data are fetched from different sources, they are obtained in different
formats. After the data fetching module, the proposed system needs to parse
the data into different feature sets. Parsing data is necessary for the purpose of
transforming data from different sources into a uniform format for feature
extraction. For example, system logs contain the system event name and
event time when the corresponding events occurred. Network traffic contains
traffic data composed of elements such as protocol, destination and source
IP addresses, timestamp, and flags. Online user behavior includes visited
websites, number of visits to a particular web page, and the amount of time
spent on each web page. A human resource data source provides a user’s
personal information such as skills, power, and position in an organization.

After data parsing, a Unified User Profile (UUP) represented by feature
vectors is created from parsed data which come from all related sources,
including network traffic, web activities, human resources and logs. The
system also provides a module of updating data to deal with the dynamic
situation of user profiling. On one hand, the dynamic situation is caused by
user feature vectors falling seven categories which are extracted in terms of
different time windows. For instance, features of short-term user interests are
based on a user’s one-month visited web pages, recorded in a web browser.
The user computer’s average CPU usage is counted on a daily basis. On the
other hand, the dynamic situation exists due to the continuously increasing
number of generated data from data sources.

According to our research, a cybersecurity user profile vector consists
of four categories with four feature sets: feature set 1 contains knowledge
and skills (UF2), feature set 2 contains demographic information (UF3),
feature set 3 contains user online and offline behavior (UF5), and feature set 4
contains network activities (UF7). Feature set 3 is the only one containing
subcategories: interests (UF1), intention and motivation (UF4), and social
network activities (UF6). Taking advantage of the construction of a user profile
vector, the administrator is able to monitor them and find anomalies from any
unpredictable user activities.

5 Conclusions

There are many available security tools such as virus scanners and firewalls,
but finding the suspicious behaviours and having a forewarning system is one
of the main issues for any organization. This paper focuses on the previous
research and the current work to lay the groundwork for the new anomalies
detection models. The research examines two aspects of the current issue, a
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users’ security-related profiling criteria and security behaviour features for
analyzing the users’ behaviour. In the first section, seven profiling criteria
have been defined for generating a user’s complete profiling. In the second
part, more than 270 features have been found for defining the security-related
behaviour of the user. Finally, a new model is proposed to collect all security-
related data and parsing them in order to create the security profile of a user
and monitoring it for giving appropriate feedback to the administrator. The
future work of this research is involves an appropriate data capturing and
parsing system to extract the features and create a security profile of the user
and propose a new forewarning system for anomaly detection.
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